Prototype: This term describes an original, full-scale working model of a new product. New designs often have unexpected problems. A prototype is often used as part of the product design process to give engineers and designers the ability to explore design alternatives and test theories. Creating prototypes allows a designer to confirm performance prior to starting the production of a new product.
Avant-garde:
A French military term meaning 'advance guard' or 'vanguard', which in English is used to refer to any work, style or school that is considered in its own time to be radical or in defiance of tradition. The concept of avantgarde represents a pushing of the boundaries of what is accepted as the norm or the status quo, primarily in the cultural realm.
Functionalism:
In architecture, this term is associated with modern architecture based on the clear expression of the purpose or function of a building. In the early twentieth century, Chicago architect Louis Sullivan coined the slogan 'form follows function,'' which suggests that a building's form and style should be determined by its function. The implication is that if the functional aspects are satisfied, formal beauty will naturally and necessarily follow. The roots of modern architecture lie in the work of architects Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe. Both were functionalists to the extent that their designs for buildings were radically simplified and did away with ornamentation.
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PRE-VISIT DISCUSSION AND DEBATE
Modernism was a major international movement of the twentieth century, spanning into art, design and architecture.
• Define the modernist characteristics of an Australian artwork, designed object or architectural building.
• What does the word design mean to you?
• Can the work of designers and architects be defined by the national culture they are part of? Give examples.
• Discuss what the terms function and aesthetics mean in relation to two architectural designs from the exhibition Modern times: the untold story of modernism in Australia.
• Do you think that designed objects can be timeless? What do you consider to be a timeless designed object? Give examples and reasons for your choice.
• Choose a Clement Meadmore, Grant Featherston, Harry Seidler or Robert Klippel design. Describe the designed object in terms of its function and form.
• Choose two designed objects and describe how culture or politics has influenced the creative process of their design.
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EXPLORING AND RESPONDING
A modernist vision of Australia -the Australian Pavilion at Expo '67 in Montreal, designed by architect James Maccormick. Robin Boyd selected the exhibits, which featured Grant and Mary Featherston's wing sound chairs. Photograph: courtesy National Archives of Australia Space Age design Space Age design was inspired by new technologies developed in the wake of WWII and the meshing of art and science. In this period Australia sought an identity no longer invested in agriculture and mining but in science, space and the atomic age.
Australia's modernist pavilion at Expo '67 in Montreal celebrated the nation's new alliance with North America. The interior design by architect Robin Boyd featured wing sound chairs by Grant and Mary Featherston, hostess uniforms designed by Zara Holt, and white wool carpet. The pavilion had little exterior emphasis, but a striking interior that conveyed a mix of pop culture and a Space Age aesthetic.
The sound or Expo chair featured was more commonly referred to as the 'talking' chair. Although it was designed by Grant Featherston, it was Robin Boyd's idea to make a stereo sound chair the pavilion's central feature, to give visitors information on Australian life and culture.
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Shade the Art Elements bar graph relative to Robin Boyd's interior of the Australian Pavilion at Expo 67 in Montreal.
Show the individual importance of each of the art elements in the artwork's overall composition (1 = Low importance, 10 = High importance).
Art Elements Bodies & Bathers A modern culture of health and pleasure changed the way the body was perceived and presented. This reformation of the body influenced fine art, mass media and fashion as well as popular movements in exercise, dancing and bathing in Australia.
The design and production of competitive swimwear with an aesthetic firmly was based on modern functionalism and embodied in the Australian Speedo brand with its emphasis on streamlined silhouettes. The Speedo name was derived from a staff competition won by former sea captain, Captain Jim Parsons, who devised the slogan 'Speed on in your Speedo'.
In the 1950s and 1960s Speedo brought in two designers who were to help make Speedo a world-famous global brand: Peter Travis (1927) List everything you can see in Beach and Houses (1918) .
List the three shapes that Roland Wakelin has used the most.
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What is the focal point of Beach and Houses (1918) Atyeo was a critical artist in Melbourne's modernist movement. He was considered to be one of a new and small group of rationalistic young designers. He actively promoted the idea of modernism as a total environment, echoing Bauhaus principles. Atyeo received more financial reward for his furniture design, architectural commissions and murals than for his paintings, yet he continued painting and was considered a controversial figure in Melbourne's art scene. In 1932 his painting entered in a travelling scholarship prize, A Gentle Admonition, caused an outcry when it was rejected from the scholarship exhibition by director and academic artist Bernard Hall. Atyeo had depicted fellow students naked and painted in an abstracted, mechanical manner, as a protest against the National Gallery's conservatism and traditional tonal realism.
Artwork analysis: Sam Atyeo, The Dancer (1936), oil on canvas.
Shade the Art Elements bar graph relative to The Dancer (1936) .
Show the individual importance of each of the art elements in the artwork's overall composition (1 = Low importance, 10 = High importance). • Collect photocopies in black-and-white of architecture designed by either Harry Seidler, Robin Boyd or Roy Grounds. Then create a sculptural piece using geometric shapes inspired by the original forms of the building and attach selected parts of the photocopies onto the surfaces of these shapes. Include some hand colouring on the surface and/or within the photocopies attached to the cubic forms.
• Based on a drawing or sketch of a three-dimensional object created while visiting the exhibition Modern times, construct a sculpture using either clay, foam, cardboard or wire.
• Explore a social issue that you feel strongly about and create a painting or a series of small paintings either on canvas or on found objects inspired by the questions and emotions it raises. You may like to work in the style of Mike Brown's artworks.
• Collect images or reproductions of furniture or architecture featured in the exhibition Modern times and, using cropping, sketch a range of dramatic viewpoints.
• Using a series of geometric shapes dissect and rearrange the shapes, to create a series of interesting compositions to be used as the basis of a furniture or building design.
• Create a series of landscape sketches from a particular site and then
